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If you look at the seafood section of any supermarket in the United States, about 65 percent of what you see is imported, and more than half of that comes from aquaculture: the farming of seafood.\(^1\) Even in once-active fishing communities, local, wild seafood has become less available. Meanwhile, in coastal communities from Maine to Florida, farmed shrimp, salmon and shellfish take up much of the seafood cases. Advocates for aquaculture cite the scarcity of local seafood to make a case for expanding fish farming: the United States needs more seafood production, they say, and because wild fisheries are unlikely to meet those demands, the supply will have to come from aquaculture.

Aquaculture has been practiced sustainably for thousands of years, from the traditional fishponds of Hawai‘i,\(^2\) to the fish and rice rotations still practiced in Asia.\(^3\) Unfortunately, high-input/high-impact forms of modern aquaculture, such as shrimp farming and salmon farming, have given the ancient practice a bad name. Low-input forms of aquaculture such as some mollusk or seaweed farming and cyclical systems like aquaponics — the cultivation of plants and fish together — show great promise as ways to expand farmed seafood production. However, even these seemingly benign forms of aquaculture can create problems, if they are not properly scaled and regulated.

The noble promise of aquaculture — to create more food for a growing world population — has, in some cases, only repeated the errors of land-based industrial agriculture. This report aims to educate consumers about the world of farmed seafood, help them learn about the problems with much of today’s industrial aquaculture, and understand how they can buy better seafood that supports a more sustainable future. It’s important to note that ethical consumerism alone won’t stop industrial aquaculture. With this report, we hope to raise public awareness so we are all encouraged to exercise our agency, change public policy, and get more connected to our local food providers.
What Farmed Seafood and Seaweed Should Be

Aquaculture has the potential to be an industry that supplies sustainable, high-quality food at a price that’s fair for both consumers and producers. In order to fulfill this promise to provide food while protecting the environment and creating employment, aquaculture needs to follow some simple guidelines:

- Prioritize raising species that are low-input and low-impact, like marine algae, filter feeders, and animals that eat wild or naturally occurring feed.

- Establish policies that protect the ocean — a public resource — from being controlled by private investors that funnel money and opportunity away from the coastal communities that aquaculture should support.

- Be scaled appropriately so it does not damage the marine ecosystems, wild fish stocks or water quality, and not displace other activities such as fishing.

The Basics of Farmed Seafood

There are often several ways to raise the same species, but all methods come with different tradeoffs that vary with the scale and intensity of production.

FARMING FREE-SWIMMING ANIMALS

Free-swimming animals, such as fish and shrimp, can be cultivated in several different systems, and make up the largest sector of aquaculture worldwide. These systems can be low-input and low-impact depending on the scale and method. However, in reality most of these operations produce their large quantities of food at great environmental cost.

POND CULTURE

Pond culture is one of the oldest forms of aquaculture, and is used to raise a variety of species. Ponds can be freshwater or saltwater, and typically draw water from a river, estuary, or ocean nearby. Fishponds can be very simple, and rely on natural algae growth to feed fish, or high-tech operations with complex infrastructure that raise high densities of fish and shrimp in small areas with the help of formulated feeds and antibiotics.

Shrimp

With more than $26 billion in annual sales, the Pacific Whitetail Shrimp is the single highest-value species in aquaculture. Most of that production happens in ponds across coastal Asia and Latin America and comes to the US as a frozen or processed product. These are what fill the frozen bags of shrimp at Costco and the shrimp-filled dishes at various restaurant chains. In the 1980s, the World Bank, USAID and the Asia Development Bank poured billions of dollars into advancing intensive shrimp farming in developing countries under the banner of boosting coastal economies. Sadly, shrimp farms have displaced ecologically important mangrove forests, and in some areas, replaced them almost entirely. Shrimp are either raised in hatcheries or wild-caught as larvae and transferred into ponds. Shrimp eat feeds that are mostly made from wild-caught
forage fish, which are increasingly being pushed to the brink of extinction to meet demand from industrial-scale aquaculture. Overstocked ponds, similar to land-based factory farms, cause serious disease outbreaks, which ravage the industry and lead growers to overuse chemicals and antibiotics on their farms. Salty, chemical-laden wastewater from shrimp ponds frequently contaminates both coastal ecosystems and groundwater, harming communities who depend on these resources.

**Freshwater Fish**

Herbivorous fish, like carp, catfish, and tilapia are some of the most common species in aquaculture. Carp alone make up nearly a quarter of all aquaculture production worldwide, and catfish makes up 51 percent of all farmed fish in the US. These fish are most often sold as frozen filets or processed into nuggets and fish sticks. Because these fish eat mostly plants, their diets are lower-impact compared to carnivorous fish, like salmon, which need to eat a lot of fish oil and fish meal. Careful management and appropriate stocking rates are important: overcrowded, stagnant ponds can quickly become inhumane breeding grounds for disease. However, when production is well-regulated and wastewater is effectively managed, as in US-raised catfish, pond-raised fish can be a sustainable option. Worldwide, however, there are concerns with fish escaping into the wild through wastewater outlets, water pollution, and chemical use in feed, especially with tilapia, carp, and catfish from Asia.

**FISH PENS**

Fish pens, also sometimes called net pens, are floating or submerged cage-like structures used for raising fish in open water. While pens can be floated in lakes and rivers, they are also common in marine waters, like gulfs or open ocean areas, where they hold fish like salmon. Fish in pens are usually fed industrially-produced feed. Water flows freely through the pens, and fish waste and leftover food flow out into open water. Most net pens are in protected bays or fjords close to shore, but some producers are experimenting with submerged pens further offshore, which face risks from harsh weather and ocean conditions. Both near-shore and offshore facilities face opposition from a wide range of groups and individuals due to the many well-known economic and ecological problems they have caused globally.
Salmon Aquaculture: Atlantic Salmon farming is a $16 billion-dollar industry, the second-highest-value farmed fish after shrimp.12 Norway and Chile lead worldwide production, and ship most of their product to the United States and Europe. Most farmed salmon is raised in open net pens in bays or fjords, where water currents flush waste away from the fish. Farmed salmon are fed pellets that contain a mix of plant-based ingredients and processed wild fish, engineered to provide sufficient growth and nutritional content. Feed also contains algae extracts that make the farmed salmon's flesh red like wild-caught salmon, which get their beautiful color from their natural diets.13 Farmed salmon are regularly treated with antibiotics and pesticides to control infections, parasites, and disease that come with the stress and overcrowding of pens.

**RECIRCULATING AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS AND AQUAPONICS**

In recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS), animals are raised in land-based tanks. A true RAS is an almost completely closed-loop system that filters the water from fish tanks, removes wastes, and recirculates it throughout the system to minimize water loss and chemical usage. Recirculating farmers still add feed to systems, but many take advantage of natural solutions like algae, or use food waste from other parts of the farm to raise low-impact feed like insects.14 Some recirculating systems use beneficial bacteria to turn fish waste into natural fertilizer, which feeds plants that are grown hydroponically, resting in rocks or other materials, with their roots exposed to nutrient-rich water. Recirculating aquaculture that incorporates hydroponic plants is called aquaponics. Properly designed aquaponic systems need few inputs and produce no unfiltered wastes, making freshwater aquaponics a clean and resource-efficient way to produce both fish and vegetables. Similarly, saltwater RAS can be used to grow seaweeds alongside marine fish. Ideally, a sustainable RAS will use renewable energy and efficient design to minimize heating, cooling, and other energy costs.

Not all indoor or tank-based systems are truly recirculating, however — some large-scale operations pitched as recirculating facilities flush large amounts of unfiltered water and replace it constantly. This is much less sustainable than in a true recirculating facility, where about 1 percent of the water is replaced each day.15
FARMING BIVALVES

Bivalves like oysters, clams, and mussels are all sessile (stationary) “filter feeders” that eat plankton and other small organisms naturally present in water. This means they don’t require external feed, and can help improve water quality by filtering out excess nutrients. Shellfish can also sequester carbon in their shells, making them a potentially useful tool in combating climate change. On a very large scale, however, shellfish farming can disrupt coastal habitats through the heavy use of plastic equipment and pesticides to remove pests and essential seagrass. Most oysters and mussels sold in the US are the product of aquaculture. Farmed clams and scallops, while still not as common as their wild-collected counterparts, are becoming more common and are usually clearly labeled in stores.

BOTTOM CULTURE

Bottom cultured shellfish are grown on the floors of beaches and bays, where they are often exposed at low tide. They can be in cages or bags resting on the bottom, which is common for oysters, or seeded directly into prepared sand and protected from predators by a layer of mesh. Native American tribes of the Pacific Northwest practice a form of bottom culture by arranging boulders in bays into “clam gardens,” which catch sediment and form an ideal environment for clams to spawn.

OFF-BOTTOM CULTURE

Shellfish grown off the bottom are suspended in the water, where they can capture more nutrients circulated by currents and are somewhat easier to harvest, without disturbing bottom habitat. Floating bags or cages that rise and fall with the tide are common for oysters and cultured scallops, while farmed mussels are often grown on long ropes that usually float vertically.
FARMING SEAWEEDS

Seaweeds, also sometimes referred to as sea vegetables, are a diverse group of marine plants and algae. Some seaweeds, like the nori used in sushi (the “paper” used to wrap rolls), have been cultivated for thousands of years. Coastal cuisines widely incorporate seaweeds as vegetables or use them to enhance flavor in stocks and soups. Most US consumers eat or use products of seaweed aquaculture without even knowing it. Many different species are farmed for use in cosmetics and used as food additives. However, a growing kelp industry is putting more seaweed prominently on US plates.17

Like shellfish, seaweeds obtain the nutrients they need for growth from the water. However, they also require sunlight for energy, so they must be suspended higher in the water. Most cultured seaweeds are seeded onto floating ropes and left to grow in the water until they are harvested. Some species prefer shallow water, and grow in areas where they are exposed at low tide, while others, like kelp, benefit from floating in deeper and cooler water, where they are constantly submerged.

As in shellfish farming, seaweed cultivation can still displace important coastal habitat if practiced at an inappropriate scale. Some seaweed farming projects supported by oil companies and the Department of Energy aim to raise seaweed industrially to be used as biofuels and plastic alternatives.18 Although these projects are pitched as sustainable alternatives to current oil consumption, they allow oil companies to profit off their own problems, and funnel wealth out of coastal communities that can no longer use the ocean for their own purposes.

RANCHING AND RESEEDING

Fish and other organisms are commonly bred in hatcheries and then released into the wild, where they grow to maturity alongside their wild counterparts. Sometimes this is called fish ranching. These released animals can then be caught or harvested commercially or recreationally. This is common for migratory fish, like salmon in the Pacific Northwest, and is also frequently used to increase populations of wild shellfish, like clams and oysters.
Some fish that cannot be bred in captivity are captured while immature and then raised to an adult size in confinement. Such a practice — typical for eels, and sometimes used for tuna in the Mediterranean — lowers the number of breeding adults in the wild and reduces the population’s ability to replenish itself, making this an unsustainable form of aquaculture. Practices of this kind also create conflicts among those who gather juvenile fish to raise in captivity and the fishing communities that rely on healthy wild fish stocks for their livelihoods. The practice is especially problematic when demand for young fish interferes with indigenous communities’ traditional fishing practices — the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Maine, for example, is fighting to maintain access to traditional eel fishing, as commercial demand for eels soars beyond $2000 per pound. This sudden rise in price has driven non-indigenous prospectors to demand fishing rights in violation of the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act.

The Problems with Aquaculture

While aquaculture has the potential to be a sustainable industry that supports wild fisheries and benefits coastal communities, much of today’s aquaculture is quite different. Food companies have conditioned food buyers to want and expect plentiful seafood at a low price; but this comes with an environmental and social cost that doesn’t show up on the price tag. Aquaculture facilities can be a major source of pollution, generating waste that contaminates water and threatens wildlife with a wide range of problems, like parasites, diseases, and escaped farmed fish intermixing with and changing the behaviors and genetics of wild fish. In addition, aquaculture feed is increasingly reliant on industrially farmed products, like GMO soybeans, which contribute to a wide range of land-based problems. While advocates for industrial aquaculture insist that these issues will diminish as technology improves, these systems will always look to the environment to provide both raw materials and free waste disposal, making them fundamentally unsustainable. Such practices directly harm the livelihoods of people who depend on the ocean. Meanwhile, the companies running many aquaculture operations use exploitative labor practices, which drain communities of money and opportunity. Given that so much of US seafood is imported, many of these true costs are hidden and pushed onto people in lower-income countries who don’t have the resources to advocate for better protections.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Advocates for aquaculture point to it as a solution to a variety of fisheries challenges — from overfishing to a changing climate. However, unsustainable aquaculture poses direct threats to the ocean through water pollution and habitat destruction — threats rivaling other concerns. Feeding farmed fish also has a large ecological footprint, as it involves harvesting unsustainable levels of small, wild, prey fish, leaving less in the ocean to support wildlife, while relying on environmentally destructive farming practices to produce ingredients like soy.

WATER POLLUTION

Water pollution encompasses anything that degrades water quality and damages habitat in the surrounding area. In aquaculture, this includes fish wastes and various chemicals used in feed and for other purposes, but also contamination from diseases, parasites and escaped fish. In sustainable aquaculture, the farmed species should not negatively impact the surrounding environment and water quality. Unfortunately, to reduce operational costs so they can produce the promised “cheap seafood,” many aquaculture companies design systems that use oceans and rivers to flush waste, uneaten food, and chemicals out of their crowded facilities. This has serious consequences for the surrounding waters and habitat.

Fish Waste and Uneaten Food

Fish waste and uneaten food are major sources of pollution from aquaculture. While fish digest their food more efficiently than most other livestock, they don’t absorb everything they eat, so a significant portion of their food is excreted as waste into the ocean. This is especially true of nitrogen (which comes from protein): fish like salmon absorb less than half of the nitrogen-rich protein they consume.

The nutrients in fish waste and uneaten food pose a number of environmental problems. First, in high concentrations, some of the excess nutrients can be toxic to fish. Most unabsorbed nitrogen,
for example, is released as toxic ammonia. When fish like salmon are kept in crowded pens, this can impact their health, damaging gills and reducing growth. Ammonia from aquaculture can also harm other species. For example, it has been linked to causing deformities and a reduced immune function in certain types of crabs.

The concentrated nutrients from fish waste and feed also act as a fertilizer for algae and aquatic plants in the water. This leads to uncontrolled growth called an algae bloom. Because algae are not long-lived, the blooms can die off as quickly as they appear. Even though growing plants produce oxygen, the bacteria that decompose the dead algae quickly use all of the oxygen available in the water. This process is called eutrophication, and leads to low-oxygen “dead zones” in water, where fish and other wildlife die.

Nitrogen fertilizer from industrial agriculture on land (which then runs off into waterways) is by far the biggest driver of eutrophication. In this sense, industrial aquaculture facilities, which rely on manufactured feeds, have a dual impact: not only does the fertilizer used to produce feed drive eutrophication, but waste from aquaculture facilities also contributes to localized die-offs, especially on the seafloor beneath pens or in water bodies with limited water flow. More than 25% of salmon facilities in Chilean fjords created low or no-oxygen environments in the sea beds under them. An overabundance of nutrients in water also pose a major concern for offshore net pens, where the spread and impact of fish waste is less understood.

Wastewater draining from fish and shrimp ponds on shore can also be a source of nutrient pollution. Shrimp ponds in Mexico and Southeast Asia add significant amounts of ammonia to water, contributing to eutrophication. Released wastewater from shrimp ponds can disrupt natural nutrient cycles in delicate coastal wetlands, which reduces their ability to filter water. Together, the combined nutrient pollution from shrimp farms can significantly reduce the number and variety of fish that these ecosystems can support. Researchers in Vietnam found that fish diver-
sity was 35 percent lower in areas where shrimp wastewater was discharged. Wastewater from shrimp ponds can also be extremely salty, which presents risks to groundwater supplies—the development of shrimp ponds in India, for example, has caused conflicts between shrimp farmers and their communities, who can no longer use their wells for drinking and irrigation because the groundwater is too salty from leached pond salts.

**Disease**

Intensive aquaculture relies on high stocking rates—confining a large number of fish in a small area—to be profitable. Unfortunately, just as in land-based concentrated animal feeding operations, these crowded conditions are also ideal for spreading parasites and disease. Sick fish are an animal welfare concern, but are also a form of pollution, because pathogens can spread into the water and harm wild fish. Researchers have discovered that the crowded and dirty conditions of many fish farms act as an amplifier for illness: not only are disease-causing organisms more common in water that flows through an aquaculture facility and likely to infect resident farm species, they are even more infectious and dangerous to nearby wildlife.

Infectious Salmon Anemia, or ISA, is one example of a disease that moves back and forth between aquaculture sites and the surrounding environment. ISA is a flu-like virus that infects Atlantic salmon and similar fish. After its discovery on Norwegian salmon farms in 1984, the disease spread to salmon farms in Scotland, Chile, Canada and the US through the shipping of contaminated equipment, eggs and fish. In Maine, the disease killed nearly 1.5 million salmon on farms in Cobscook bay, which caused serious economic damage and fouled the water with dead fish. ISA still circulates today: in British Columbia, an ongoing outbreak on farms in close proximity to wild salmon migration paths is raising alarm among scientists.

Thankfully, wild fish are less likely to be seriously sickened by the disease because they are not kept in such crowded conditions. Still, fish like herring and trout can be infected asymptptomatically with the virus, enabling them to spread it among aquaculture facilities and fish in the wild. Meanwhile, researchers studying new viruses that move between salmon farms and wild fish suggest that emerging diseases from salmon farms could hurt wild species that already have low populations.
Viral and bacterial diseases are also common in shrimp ponds. White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) is one of the biggest threats to both shrimp farms and wild crustaceans today. As the name suggests, infected animals typically develop white spots, then die quickly from organ failure. WSSV infections can completely wipe out shrimp ponds in as little as one week.\textsuperscript{39} After its discovery in Taiwan in 1992, the virus spread quickly throughout Asia, causing the near-collapse of the shrimp industry. The disease exists worldwide today, spread by contaminated shrimp and by-products like feed.\textsuperscript{40} While the disease does not harm humans, it has been detected in frozen shrimp — one study found WSSV in 8 of 10 imported shrimp samples.\textsuperscript{41} Although it is most fatal to shrimp, WSSV can infect nearly all crustaceans — such as crabs and lobsters — which makes it a serious threat to the ocean. While the disease spreads less aggressively outside of crowded shrimp ponds, it is still prevalent in areas near shrimp farms.\textsuperscript{42, 43}

Crowded aquaculture facilities are also an ideal environment for parasites like sea lice. In wild salmon, sea lice occur in low numbers, causing minimal damage to the fish. In a crowded net pen, however, they can reproduce quickly, and cause serious bleeding, scarring, fin loss and death. Salmon farms act as an incubator for sea lice populations. Conservation groups in Scotland reported that sea lice populations on Scottish salmon farms doubled in a single year.\textsuperscript{44} These farms — especially those in fjords and bays where wild salmon migrate — can shed dangerous numbers of lice onto passing fish. Young fish entering the ocean are especially vulnerable to infection, and are significantly less likely to return to the rivers where they were born if they become infected.\textsuperscript{45} Removal of the accumulated parasites is difficult, and usually involves either harsh pesticides or exposure to hot water, both of which can harm and kill the fish.\textsuperscript{46, 47}

**Antibiotics and Other Chemicals**

Aquaculture facilities with high stocking rates often use antibiotics and other chemicals to control the spread of disease and parasites in crowded pens and ponds. This mirrors the misuse of preventative antibiotics on land-based factory farms. The overuse of antibiotics and other drugs in aquaculture is widespread and rapidly expanding. Researchers surveying antibiotic use in Vietnam found all sampled farms used antibiotics, and use of some drugs in Chile increased 500-fold in as little as seven years.\textsuperscript{48} Just like the overuse of antibiotics in other livestock, misuse of pharmaceuticals enables unsustainable and unhygienic production. This makes antibiotic abuse in aquaculture a serious concern for public health and the environment. Drug residues can hurt other organisms and disrupt nutrient cycles while contributing to dangerous antibiotic resistance.
Most antimicrobial and antibiotic drugs are given to fish in feed, but up to 80 percent of these drugs pass into the environment uneaten and unabsorbed. These residual drugs can have serious consequences for the environment. For example, wild fish that are exposed to antibiotics in the water can lose the protective effects of beneficial bacteria on their skin and in their digestive tracts. This also makes them more vulnerable to infection from harmful bacteria.

Antimicrobials that sink into the sediment below aquaculture facilities can also change the composition of bacterial communities there. Researchers sampling bacteria from the seafloor under Chilean salmon farms found that antibiotics had significantly reduced diversity, leading to the dominance of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. This loss of diversity can have serious consequences, as many of these microorganisms are responsible for recycling nutrients. Disrupting these cycles can worsen problems like eutrophication.

One of the most pressing concerns associated with antibiotic use in aquaculture is the development of antibiotic resistance. Ideally, veterinarians select antibiotics that are targeted to eliminate a specific disease. In aquaculture, however, antibiotics are sometimes used to prevent diseases before they even occur. When antibiotics are overused, bacteria quickly develop resistance to them. Many of the same antibiotics used in aquaculture are also used in medicine, and the evolution of bacteria that can resist these drugs is a serious threat to public health. Scientists have already seen antibiotic resistance develop in several bacteria that affect salmon and other fish. Because bacteria freely exchange genes, there’s potential for antibiotic resistance and other traits to be transferred from fish pathogens to those that affect humans. Genetic evidence suggests that at least one strain of salmonella that causes illness in humans acquired antibiotic resistance genes from another bacteria that affects salmon.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for approving veterinary drugs like the ones used in US aquaculture. The FDA also monitors imports to ensure that drug residues in food are below approved levels and that illegal drugs were not used. Unsafe levels of antibiotic residues in food can disrupt beneficial bacteria in the human body, and some can increase cancer risk. Unfortunately, a 2017 report from the Government Accountability Office suggests that the FDA’s monitoring isn’t stringent enough, and that only .1 percent of imported seafood is tested for potentially harmful drug residues. Even with the incredibly low testing rates, hazardous chemical residues are still regularly flagged in imports of shrimp and other farmed seafood.

Aside from the pharmaceuticals used on the fish themselves, many aquaculture facilities employ other chemicals to keep facilities clean. Much like farms on land must manage weeds, aquaculture facilities have to deal with biofouling — the growth of unwanted marine organisms on cages,
pens and even the shells of animals. Some level of biofouling is inevitable, but too much can slow the growth of animals, slow waterflow and weigh down equipment. Control of biofouling often involves copper treatments on nets and other surfaces. Copper, which is toxic to most marine life, eventually leaches off of nets into the surrounding water, where it can harm fish, shellfish, and even plankton.

Other biocides and disinfectants are often used to eliminate pathogens from ponds and pens. This is especially common on shrimp farms, where farmers who lack the resources to employ more precise disease control turn to harsh, chlorine-based disinfectants; one survey of shrimp farmers in Vietnam found that 90 percent of farmers relied on chemical disinfectants. In addition to polluting water that flows out of farms, many of these treatments are counterproductive, eliminating beneficial bacteria and clearing the way for disease-causing organisms. Disinfectants are inconsistently regulated across the world, and even banned chemicals like malachite green appear in samples of seafood imported into the US.

Fish Escape

The fish and other animals used in aquaculture are often not native to the regions where they are raised. Atlantic salmon, for example, is farmed along the Pacific coast of Chile and Washington state. Even when they are native to the area, the animals in aquaculture are genetically distinct from the wild fish around them. While aquaculture facilities are designed to keep fish in, fish escapes still routinely happen, endangering the stability of the surrounding habitat.

Large-scale fish escapes are often the product of equipment failures, negligence or storms, which present an increasingly potent threat as climate change exacerbates harsh weather systems. In at least one case, a mass fish escape was the result of intentional sabotage. Large-scale collapses can introduce thousands of new fish into the environment at once: the collapse of net pens at a Washington state Atlantic salmon farm led to the escape of nearly a quarter million non-native fish into surrounding waters in 2017. Smaller-scale escapes also add up over time: nearly a million salmon escaped Scottish farms between 2002 and 2006. With overall rates of escape between one and five percent, researchers have estimated that millions of farmed fish make their way into the ocean every year, many of which are non-native species.
When escaped species are not native to an area, they can outcompete native species for food, breeding grounds, and other resources. This reduces biodiversity and alters food webs in the surrounding environment, which can drive vulnerable species to near-extinction. Researchers studying fish escapes have found that salmon, trout and similar fish are especially prone to invading new areas and displacing native species. The risk of disruption and damage is especially high in areas like Chile where escaped salmon have few competitors for food.

Native species introduce a different set of risks. Diseases spread more easily between farmed and wild fish when they belong to the same species. Escaped fish, which are bred in captivity, can also breed with wild fish populations. This can introduce potentially harmful genes into the population. For example, farmed fish are bred to grow quickly and need large amounts of food to do so. While these genes are helpful in the farm setting, they harm the chances of survival in the wild and ultimately make the wild species less suited to its environment.

**GENETICALLY MODIFIED FISH**

The introduction of genetically modified Atlantic Salmon is a particular cause for concern with regard to environmental disturbance. The AquAdvantage salmon adds genes from Chinook salmon and ocean pout (an eel-like fish) into Atlantic salmon eggs. This modification allows the salmon to grow to market size in 18 months rather than the traditional three years, and AquaBounty, the company registering this salmon, says it uses up to 25 percent less feed than other farmed salmon. The salmon was the first genetically modified animal approved for human consumption by the FDA in 2015.

AquaBounty insists that their product is safe and has a minimal risk of escape. For the company’s initial regulatory approval, fish were raised first in an indoor hatchery in Canada and then shipped to an indoor facility in Panama where any escaped fish would not survive. While these safeguards were integral to the approval process, the company is now raising fish inland at US facilities, where they are still required to be kept only indoors. Additionally, while the fish are advertised as being sterile, the FDA review conceded that the sterilization techniques were not 100 percent effective.

Pointing to the lower feed needs and fast growth of its product, AquAdvantage insists it is harnessing the power of technology to decrease the environmental footprint of farmed fish. However, advocates from environmental organizations and indigenous communities who rely on healthy wild fisheries worry that its approval opens the
door to more transgenic fish that could pose an enormous environmental threat. The AquAdvantage salmon was the first of its kind and required a unique approval process; unlike GMO crops, which have a well-defined requirement for environmental impact evaluations, the salmon was approved as a veterinary drug to be regulated by the FDA. Plaintiffs in one suit argued that the FDA lacked the appropriate expertise to perform an effective environmental evaluation. While the suit was largely dismissed by a federal judge, advocates remain concerned that the salmon and future genetically modified fish might be subject to less stringent testing and oversight for environmental protections, increasing risks for escapes and other disturbances.

In spite of financial troubles incurred by the lengthy regulatory battle, the company is preparing to make its first US harvest of the genetically modified salmon in 2020.

OTHER HABITAT DESTRUCTION

The various forms of water pollution associated with industrially scaled aquaculture cause serious habitat damage, but the building of aquaculture facilities themselves can cause habitat destruction. Mangroves, coastal forests common in the tropics, are often cleared to make way for shrimp ponds. In later decades of the 20th century, shrimp ponds expanded across Ecuador, Mexico and Central America, displacing up to a quarter of mangroves in many areas. The expansion of shrimp farms in southeast Asia is the single largest driver of such deforestation today.

Mangroves shelter coastal areas from storms and erosion, bolster biodiversity, and sequester large amounts of carbon. Removal of mangroves for shrimp production has a number of consequences, including large greenhouse gas emissions. Researchers calculated that the mangrove deforestation associated with a single “surf and turf” shrimp dinner produces CO2 emissions that equal a road trip from New York to Los Angeles.
Even lower-impact forms of aquaculture can cause habitat destruction when inappropriately scaled and located. Farmed shellfish require few inputs and they filter surrounding water, but they can still compete with other organisms for space. This is especially true of marine plants like eelgrass, which colonize the same shallow, sandy environments where oysters and other bivalves thrive. Eelgrass beds are critical habitat for many wild fish, shellfish, crustaceans and marine mammals, and the expansion of shellfish farms threatens this balance. In the Pacific Northwest, the Swinomish tribe are pursuing a lawsuit against the expansion of a shellfish farm, arguing that it would harm their ability to maintain the eelgrass beds and sustainably harvest wild shellfish.

**FEEDING FARmed FISH**

Although there are some aquaculture systems that use natural algae and other low impact food produced on site, like flies and worms, to feed fish in ponds, almost all intensive aquaculture systems rely on manufactured feeds. Although farmed fish are often referenced as a way to help alleviate overfishing of wild stocks, almost all aquaculture feeds rely at least partially on feed made from wild-captured fish. The plant-based portion of aquaculture feeds has increased in recent years, but the production of these ingredients — mainly soy, corn and other industrially produced and often genetically-modified crops — comes with its own large environmental and socio-economic footprints.

Some of the most common fish in aquaculture, like catfish and tilapia, are herbivores and eat mainly plant-based ingredients. Even these species still need some of the vital nutrients that come from wild fish, however, and high-value carnivorous species — like salmon and eels — need much more. Fish meal and fish oil are the two most common fish-based products in aquaculture feeds, and they provide protein and compounds, like omega-3 fatty acids, that help keep fish
healthy. These beneficial ingredients in the small “forage” fish used for aquaculture originally come from plankton, and make their way up the food chain. Larger fish like salmon and tuna rely on forage fish for these vital nutrients.

Forage fish are caught on a wide scale and turned into fish meal and fish oil through a process called rendering. Due to the huge demand for farmed fish, the rendering industry has grown dramatically in the last few decades. Use of fishmeal doubled between 1995 and 2007, though this has stabilized with the introduction of more plant-based feed.\textsuperscript{78, 79} This amounts to more than a quarter of fish caught today, nearly 20 million tonnes.\textsuperscript{80}

Although the inclusion of more plant-based ingredients has made aquaculture feeds more efficient, many kinds of fish actually consume more fish than they produce themselves. For example, a kilogram of farmed salmon takes nearly 2 kilograms of forage fish to produce because of its high fish oil needs.\textsuperscript{81} Considering that 90 percent, or 18 million tons of the fish caught for non-human consumption is edible, rendering is an inefficient use of resources.\textsuperscript{82}

These forage fish are also subject to overfishing, which can seriously disturb ocean ecosystems. Because so many wild species rely on small fish, disturbances in their population can have ripple effects on entire regions of the ocean. The fishery for Peruvian anchoveta, the world’s most-caught forage fish, has nearly collapsed several times due to the combined pressures of overfishing and weather.\textsuperscript{83} Robust populations of forage fish like anchoveta are important for almost all ocean food webs, and their removal threatens the survival of many endangered and threatened species that depend on them as prey.\textsuperscript{84}

The Atlantic menhaden, the most-caught fish on the Atlantic coast of the US, is one of these keystone species. The menhaden is exclusively used for rendering into fish oil, fishmeal, and other products, and its continued overexploitation represents a threat to entire food webs in the Chesapeake and along the East coast. In light of this, the managers of the fishery recently shifted from a single species management approach to a holistic evaluation system that sets limits based on the health of the rest of the food web.\textsuperscript{85} Policies like this may help to deter the habitual overfishing, but are difficult to implement successfully as they require careful monitoring of quickly changing environmental conditions.
The Problem with Using Soybeans as Fish Feed

The inclusion of more plant-based ingredients for fish feed has successfully lowered the forage fish needs for many species, since soy and other crops can replace some of the needed protein and oils. However, the use of these ingredients to feed livestock on land is a major driver of soil loss, water pollution, chemical use, and other environmental problems, and their use in aquaculture only increases demand for these unsustainably sourced products. The increasing presence of soy in fish feed is of particular concern. Industrial soy production is an environmentally destructive practice that degrades soil and pollutes waterways with excess fertilizer. Most of the soy produced in the US and Brazil is made from soybeans that are genetically modified for herbicide resistance, which drives chemical use on farms even higher. Just like increased global demand for industrially grown beef has expanded soybean production into rainforests, researchers project the increasing prevalence of soy into aquafeeds will contribute to greater demand for soy worldwide. This increased demand will only exacerbate deforestation and further uproot the communities who live and farm sustainably in these critical ecosystems. While some salmon producers have pledged not to use soybeans tied to deforestation in Brazil, these commitments are difficult to execute and even harder to track. Companies like Cargill, which supply soybeans to the global aquafeed market, have so far failed to deliver on promises of increased transparency and avoiding deforestation. Moreover, they fail to adequately address the more fundamental concerns of high chemical use and soil degradation.

Plant-heavy diets are not natural food for carnivorous fish like salmon, and too high a proportion of ingredients like soy in feed can stunt growth. These plant-heavy diets also have implications for human health: farmed salmon don’t always have the same levels of omega-3 fatty acids and other nutrients that make eating wild-caught seafood so beneficial. This allows industrial aquaculture to cash in on dietary guidelines that promote seafood without really delivering the same benefits.

Sometimes, nutrients are added to fish feeds that affect the quality of the final product. Salmon, for instance, are fed an antioxidant from algae that turns their flesh orange. This ingredient, astaxanthin, occurs naturally in the diets of wild fish. While it is sometimes falsely labeled as a dye, it does serve as an actual nutrient for the fish when it is added to feed. However, salmon producers do admit that one of its main purposes is to give the fish an appealing orange color.
Social and Economic Problems

Industrialized aquaculture carries a price tag beyond environmental damage. While it is certainly profitable for companies operating the facilities, those benefits are not shared with the communities that host them. The most fundamental concern with industrially-scaled aquaculture is that it uses a public resource — the ocean and access to everything in it — for private profit, while leaving the externalized costs, like pollution, habitat damage and threats to wild fish populations, for others to deal with.

Governments and some NGOs have approached aquaculture as a way to develop economies, and aquaculture companies have pledged to bring jobs and opportunity to their host communities. Unfortunately, most aquaculture has not lived up to these promises — exploitative labor is common worldwide, and communities that host aquaculture facilities see few of the profits. The economic impact of a corporation controlling large areas in the ocean and paying workers poorly ripples out to harm the rest of the community, displacing other ways of life and forcing a community-wide dependency on industrial aquaculture.

PRIVATIZATION OF THE OCEAN

The most essential element for profitable aquaculture is access to free or cheap water, needed to flush wastes, pathogens and chemical residue out of net pens and ponds — or to provide nutrients to filter feeders and seaweed. The water comes from the ocean and aquifers of the world — water that belongs to no one and to everyone. Economists refer to natural resources like this as “the commons.” It is public wealth — an asset on the balance sheets of not only everyone alive, but also future generations. Without management, common pool resources are at risk of overuse or damage, like overfishing or pollution; so governments typically regulate access to the resource and set rules for how people can treat it. However, common resources are sometimes sold off and turned into private property. This is called the privatization of the commons.²²
The ocean cannot be purchased outright, but the government does grant leases to aquaculture facilities that allow them use of an area. These leases vary in size and duration, but leaseholders are the de-facto owners of that patch of the ocean through the term of the lease. This gives them exclusive use of an area for aquaculture and limits the ability of others to use the water. Often, leaseholders can sell their access to another company at a profit, though not all leases are transferable.

When aquaculture leases are controlled by the local community and scaled appropriately, they can act as a tool to enrich local economies while responsibly using the ocean’s resources. However, much of the time, leaseholders do not live in the coastal communities near their facilities, and while they often promise jobs and economic opportunity, this does not always materialize. Too often, the leasing arrangement becomes a way to transfer wealth from a public resource, such as community access to the water, into a small number of private hands. Leasing large areas of water, especially combined with the environmental degradation that comes from industrially scaled aquaculture, can also displace fishing communities and limit their catches.

LABOR ISSUES IN AQUACULTURE

Jobs are one of the big promises of aquaculture, but the kind of jobs that foreign aquaculture giants bring to vulnerable communities in rural areas are often low-paying and have little opportunity for advancement. As aquaculture facilities invest in automation technology, even these low-paying positions could be eliminated in the future.93

Aquaculture can be dangerous work. On salmon farms, divers work on moorings, set up huge predator nets and perform other maintenance, while these nets and lines sweep above them in the currents. Sometimes they become trapped: in 2019, at least 15 scuba divers in Chile died in underwater accidents while working on salmon farms.94 Repetitive stress injuries, muscle strains, and equipment accidents are all common on fish farms.
Child labor is an especially serious concern: there are 152 million children worldwide forced into child labor, with millions estimated to work in aquaculture. The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), which has sought to reduce child labor in aquaculture, reports that children are responsible for preparing and cleaning aquaculture facilities; maintaining gear and holding units; feeding and fertilizing ponds, and collecting fish eggs. The strains of lifting and carrying heavy supplies can cause serious injury, and children risk death by drowning in fish ponds or pens. They are also routinely exposed to fungal and viral infections, Malaria, dengue fever, and pesticide poisoning.

Because working conditions in aquaculture can be so poor, human trafficking and forced labor are sometimes employed to keep operations running. In 2014, media outlets reported on widespread use of slavery on Thai shrimp farms, where migrants from Cambodia and Myanmar were subjected to beatings and confinement. Although the Thai government appeared to crack down on the practice, a later report from Human Rights Watch indicated that the practice was still prevalent, and that the government’s reporting scheme — which failed to identify a single case of exploitation out of 474,334 inspections — was inadequate. Shrimp from Thai farms still appears in Walmart, Costco, and other major retailers.

Aquaculture workers in the United States also suffer under unsafe working conditions. Many aquaculture facilities employ undocumented immigrants who accept low pay and long hours because their ability to advocate for better conditions is limited. Fears of deportation under immigration crackdowns have repeatedly led to labor shortages on fish and shellfish farms in the Pacific Northwest.
THE FALSE PROMISE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Although industrial aquaculture operations can expand quickly and temporarily generate jobs and revenue in a community, they are also vulnerable to shocks. Changes in demand or production problems can quickly bring these operations crashing down, dragging entire communities with them. These boom-and-bust cycles often end with larger companies buying out the failed operations. This consolidation makes future disruptions even more damaging.

Maine’s Cobscook Bay has been host to commercial salmon aquaculture since the 1980s, and offers a good example of the industry’s trajectory. In the beginning, salmon farming was sold as “giving something back to the sea,” and it looked like it had more positives than negatives. Local families owned small salmon farms — three or four net pens in the bay. Feed manufacturers used cuttings from the local sardine canning industry. Plenty of local people worked on the farms and expected the industry to be theirs.

But by the late 1990s, three foreign companies, having bought up all of the smaller ones, owned almost all of the salmon pens. In 2001, disease forced the removal of 2 million fish from the bay’s overstocked net pens. After receiving millions of dollars in emergency subsidies, the foreign companies sold out to Canadian aquaculture giant, Cooke Aquaculture, which now leases the waters without contest.¹⁰⁰

While regulatory structures differ in other countries, the problem is the same: outside investors use aquaculture as a way of draining common resources. Especially when foreign investors use developing countries to raise seafood for Western markets, unsustainable aquaculture works to deprive communities of their own resources and funnel wealth into other hands. While researchers studying international development often advance the idea that aquaculture can help alleviate poverty, this depends on local control of the industry. Larger, export-focused operations like shrimp farms may not benefit the laborers as directly as smaller, locally controlled aquaculture projects.¹⁰¹ Meanwhile, people living in poverty — especially those who fish — are more affected by the environmental degradation that inappropriately scaled aquaculture brings as introduced diseases and habitat destruction cripple wild fisheries.¹⁰²

Even when large-scale aquaculture projects are not directly displacing other fishing activities, the pressures exerted by aquaculture on coastal communities are still present. The high demand for aquaculture feed worldwide means that fisherpeople in developing countries often export their catches to be rendered into fish oil and fish meal. Because 90 percent of these fish are edible, if they stayed local and were sold as food, they could significantly improve the diets of people in poor coastal communities.¹⁰³ Shipping them abroad may generate income in some years, but it creates dependency on an ultimately unreliable international market. Sometimes local communities are left out of this process entirely: West African fishing communities, for example, are struggling to feed themselves as Chinese fishing fleets clear local waters of forage fish that are shipped to Asia and processed into feed.¹⁰⁴

BIG AQUACULTURE DISRUPTS CULTURE AND SOVEREIGNTY

By carving out exclusive use areas from public waters and shifting local economies, large-scale aquaculture operations can reshape even the culture of entire communities. For example, while the rapid expansion of the salmon industry through isolated areas in Chile brought some new opportunities, it also created a crisis in cultural identity: the dominance of farmed salmon displaced native fishing practices and resulted in a loss of a distinct local cuisine. Because salmon —
a product which is almost entirely exported — now dominates livelihoods in these areas, members of older generations report feeling as though they have lost their cultural identity.\textsuperscript{105}

The dominance of large aquaculture companies over coastal areas also means that they can exert an unfair amount of political influence over issues that should be controlled locally. This loss of control can limit a community’s ability to preserve things that they depend on, like an intact environment and a diversified and robust economy. A Seattle court, for example, found that areas of Puget Sound leased to Taylor Shellfish were out of compliance with legislation intended to protect the ecosystem. The Swinomish tribe, with land abutting the leases, contended that the shellfish farms destroyed eel grass that salmon and other species rely on. Damage to eelgrass beds from the expansion of the shellfish farms limits the salmon and wild shellfish members of the Swinomish tribe can harvest from the beds. While the judge ruled the leases out of compliance, he had to consider the economic impact of voiding the permits. Instead of voiding the permits outright, he gave the Army Corps of Engineers a period of time to update the permits.\textsuperscript{106} While the permits could still be cancelled if the judge rules they aren’t adequately protecting the eelgrass, the ruling so far confirms how corporate aquaculture interests can override local authority and disrupt the livelihoods of coastal communities.

Success Stories in Aquaculture

While industrialized aquaculture is destructive to nature and disruptive to communities and economies, it is not the only option for farming seafood. Instead of insisting that technology can improve the fundamentally extractive relationship that industrial aquaculture has with the environment, small-scale producers around the world are working within natural systems to create low-input, low-impact forms of aquaculture that do more than mar resources and pull money out of communities. At the same time, activists and communities are successfully organizing to push back against the expansion of industrial aquaculture around the globe.

SUSTAINABLE AQUACULTURE

If success can be measured by the promises of aquaculture — jobs, food and reducing stress on wild stocks — recirculating farms are a bright spot. Projects like Recirculating Farms, a 2.5 acre combination farm and aquaculture project in New Orleans, Louisiana, provide sustainable fish with minimal environmental impact by recycling nutrients through a system called aquaponics.\textsuperscript{107} In aquaponics, water from fish tanks on land circulates through grow beds full of vegetables and back to the fish tank. The nutrients from the fish waste feed the plants and the plants clean the water for the fish.

Certain seaweed and shellfish farms also offer a look at sustainable aquaculture in practice, and many organizations and state programs encourage small-scale farmers to
start farms. Maine’s Limited Purpose Aquaculture (LPA) license, for example, grants a 400 square foot area for aquaculture, without the lengthy application process, or private property rights, of a lease. The LPA allows fisherpeople to augment their fishing income with small-scale, community-based aquaculture.108 Other organizations help support new ocean farmers build their own systems. By focusing on small, diverse systems of seaweed and shellfish, these projects can bring productivity and biodiversity to small areas of ocean without the pollution that comes with raising finfish like salmon. These farms produce shellfish, but also seaweeds like kelp that can be used for both food and a variety of other products like cosmetics.

SUCCESSFUL RESISTANCE TO BIG AQUACULTURE

Around the world, communities and advocacy groups have successfully organized to slow or halt the expansion of corporate aquaculture. Successful resistance to big aquaculture requires cooperation between scientists, communities, and policymakers. Generally, these efforts start through grassroots organizations at the community level before they progress to wider state and country-level reforms.

THE FIGHT AGAINST GENETICALLY MODIFIED SALMON

In the United States, a broad coalition of interests has been instrumental in slowing the release of the AquAdvantage salmon, which is only now being produced in the US in 2020, nearly 30 years after development started. Indigenous groups, like the Quinault Tribe and Muckleshoot Food Sovereignty Project, have been leading partners in many of the challenges to AquaBounty, playing integral parts in both lawsuits to block the fish from US markets and campaigns to pressure grocery chains like Costco and Walmart from selling the fish.109 Fishermen’s advocacy groups and environmental groups have also pushed these campaigns and lawsuits forward.
Meanwhile, lawmakers with ties to the wild salmon industry, like Alaska Senator Lisa Murkowski, used their leverage in Congress to pass legislation that bans the sale of the fish until it is clearly labeled as genetically engineered.  

Long term legal battles have also been instrumental in slowing AquaBounty, and may still limit its ability to produce salmon in the United States. Although a federal judge dismissed the portions of a 2016 suit alleging that the FDA lacks the ability to regulate GMO animals, another portion of the suit is still under consideration. The undecided question — whether the FDA’s environmental impact assessments are adequate — could block AquaBounty from further expanding their operations in the US, as well as mandating the creation of better regulation for future GMO fish.

FIGHTING INDUSTRIAL AQUACULTURE OVERSEAS

Canadian activists have been successful at turning grassroots action into national policy. After years of pressure from activists, scientists, and community members in British Columbia, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau recently issued a ministerial mandate letter to his new fisheries minister Bernadette Jordan directing her to “work with the province of British Columbia and Indigenous communities to create a responsible plan to transition from open net pen salmon farming in coastal British Columbia waters by 2025 and begin work to introduce Canada’s first-ever Aquaculture Act.” While this work will require continued coordination with the community to ensure it moves forward, a national mandate to move away from unsustainable aquaculture represents a major victory for organizers.

In developing countries, the pushback against shrimp farming is not always successful given that those resisting the expansion of aquaculture are poor farmers. Protesters against shrimp farming in countries like Bangladesh often face arrest, rape and death. Several NGOs including Yadfon and the Mangrove Action Project in Thailand, are working with communities in Asia and Latin America to stop the expansion of farms into mangrove forests and heal the environmental damage from abandoned shrimp ponds. But they are still swimming against the tide.
LEGAL BATTLES OVER THE EXPANSION OF OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE

Offshore aquaculture is one of the most contentious issues in US aquaculture today. Many grass-roots and environmental organizations stand united in opposing its expansion due to concerns about impacts on the wider ocean. Historically, efforts to expand offshore aquaculture have been halted by an ambiguity in legal jurisdiction. Nearshore aquaculture facilities fall under state jurisdiction, but because offshore facilities are in federal waters, their regulation has been the subject of debate. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other agencies have all claimed authority over approving offshore aquaculture projects.

In May of 2020, however, this deadlock shifted; the Trump administration published an executive order that gave NOAA the role of “lead agency” in permitting offshore facilities. While the powers that come with this designation are ambiguous, it was clear that the Administration hoped that NOAA would take pointers on developing offshore aquaculture in the US. Although the Administration justified the move by claiming it would alleviate pandemic-related food shortages, it was the product of years of industry lobbying; in reality, small and mid-size fishermen continued to supply fish to their communities throughout the pandemic in spite of major disruptions to the market that made business difficult. Advocates for sustainable fishing fear the move could introduce unfair competition by flooding the market with cheap fish, especially when the economic damage from the COVID-19 pandemic has already left fishing communities struggling to sell enough just to survive. Activists also fear that the move could usher in a wave of poorly-reviewed offshore fish farms polluting coastal waters around the country.

A subsequent court ruling from the 5th circuit brought NOAA’s authority to regulate offshore facilities into question. The original law used to justify NOAA’s attempt to control offshore facili-
ties, the Magnuson-Stevens Act, gave them the power to regulate fishing as the “catching, taking, or harvesting of fish.” The court sided with a coalition of environmental and fishing groups who argued fish farming was a distinct practice that should be regulated separately. While the ruling should halt all current projects in the Gulf of Mexico, NOAA’s Marine Fisheries Services is pressing forward with plans to allow offshore farms in the Gulf.

While the status of the executive order could further shift, legislation introduced in Congress could make the changes permanent. The Advancing the Quality of American Aquaculture (AQUAA) Act, which was re-introduced in 2020, directs the permitting authority for offshore projects to NOAA. While aquaculture corporations say the bill will help provide the country with sustainable seafood, it streamlines the approval process for unsustainable production only because it bypasses several critical pieces of regulation, like the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act. A broad coalition of fishing and environmental groups oppose the bill, as it would make it nearly impossible for sustainably managed fisheries and aquaculture operations to compete while causing lasting damage to the ocean. This organized opposition from the fishing community and environmental advocates has been instrumental in blocking and delaying this legislation and similar legislation in the past. Instead, the groups are advocating for a moratorium on permitting industrial ocean fish farms, urging Congress to pass the Keep Finfish Free Act of 2020.

Buying Sustainable Seafood

As consumers, buying sustainable seafood is a tangible way to invest in a positive alternative to bad practices in aquaculture. While labels and certifications can help provide information about a product, it can be difficult to know what they mean. Different ecolabels address various standards, but no one label addresses all dimensions of environmental and social sustainability. It can also be difficult to tell if an ecolabel honestly addresses a standard, or if it is simply a marketing claim. To complicate matters, because the USDA Organic Standards apply only to land-based agriculture, therefore only third-party and international labels are available for aquaculture products raised or sold in the US.
Even third-party certifications have issues of legitimacy and transparency. Some labels have proven themselves to be unreliable, vouching for certain aspects of sustainability while ignoring others, such as social impact. Labels requiring third-party certification can add cost to seafood; they can also limit market access to producers that have paid for the label. Because certification often ends up being paid for by producers (not consumers), third-party certifiers become gatekeepers to markets.

Certification should be the job of governments and their regulatory agencies. Regional labeling, based on transparent state policies and enforcement records that demonstrate socially, environmentally and economically sustainable aquaculture, would be ideal. It would be open access and paid for by consumers. Regional labels exist for wild products, such as Alaska salmon and Maine lobster. As of yet, no state or country has such sound and proven policies that they have become synonymous with sustainability.

EXISTING LABELS

The dominant labels in this market, the Best Aquaculture Practices (BAP) label developed by the Global Aquaculture Alliance, and the Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) label launched by the Worldwide Fund for Nature address the key issues of feed, pollution, food safety and workers’ rights.¹²² ¹²³

Both labels address many of the concerns associated with industrial aquaculture, but they do so by encouraging trade-offs in production rather than by reducing scale of operations to something sustainable. Both set targets for limiting wild fish meal and fish oil in feed, for example, but this forces producers to use more land-grown ingredients that come with their own environmental problems. While they do set some labor and pay standards, both certifications fail to address the impact on communities beyond a requirement for consultation. Ultimately, the problem in these labels lies in the fact that they allow for the industrial production of farmed fish, particularly salmon, in a way that solves only surface-level sustainability issues, instilling a false sense of confidence in consumers who believe they are making the most sus-
tainable seafood choice. While farmed seafood carrying these labels may be less destructive to the environment than farmed fish that do not, this is no guarantee of social and environmental sustainability on their own.

**GMO LABELS**

GMO fish fall under the National Bioengineered Food Disclosure Standard and must be labeled accordingly. According to the FDA, “Regulated entities have several disclosure options: text, symbol, electronic or digital link, and/or text message.” This means that a package could simply feature a QR code, which the consumer would need to scan to get the information. Given that the only GMO fish currently approved for sale in the United States is the AquAdvantage salmon, this label will be placed on only a few seafood products in the near future.

While many commercial aquaculture feeds do use genetically modified ingredients like soy, these are not required to be labeled under US law because they are not present in the final product for human consumption.
MAKING RESPONSIBLE SEAFOOD CHOICES

This report acknowledges that the current system is rife with inequities that prevent many people from having access to a range of healthy foods. In addition, the commodification of marine animals for the global seafood trade has pushed seafood off the plates of many peoples — especially indigenous peoples — who have historically relied on seafood for sustenance and subsistence purposes. Still, millions of people eat commercially produced seafood and use labels and certifications to help them make their purchasing decisions. When consumers base their seafood purchases solely on the label, they surrender their individual responsibility for making good purchasing decisions to the corporations trying to sell their fish. Having a good understanding of different aquaculture practices and their impacts prevents one from falling for deceptive advertising or dubious claims. A few simple rules of thumb can guide sustainable seafood choices:

- Local, wild-caught fish is almost always the best option: fisherpeople that work on small to mid-size boats are best equipped to know what fish are in season and most plentiful. Because their livelihood depends on carefully monitoring the conditions in waters where they fish, you can trust their recommendations.

- Avoid imported seafood whenever possible: farmed fish and shellfish from overseas carry a high carbon price tag from shipping, and inconsistent labor standards mean the workers are likely to have been poorly paid. In some cases, there are possible health risks from chemical residues and other contamination. Shrimp is particularly important to avoid — assume that shrimp is an imported, farmed product unless the label specifically designates it as locally wild-caught.

- Almost all offshore aquaculture of finfish pollutes the ocean and is inappropriately scaled. In practice, this means avoiding most farmed fish that are not either domestically-produced freshwater species or from recirculating farms. Also, unless it comes from a recirculating farm you specifically know, avoid buying farmed salmon. In practical terms, this means avoiding all Atlantic salmon, which is almost entirely farm-raised.

- Fish from indoor recirculating systems have some of the smallest environmental footprints available. It can be difficult to know whether fish come from an actual recirculating facility, but when you know the farmer or have other information confirming how they were raised, these fish can be a more sustainable option than other farmed choices.

- Most farmed bivalves — clams, mussels and oysters — are sustainable by nature. If possible, look up the farm where they came from to ensure you are getting a product from your region, as shellfish that are shipped long distances will have a high carbon footprint. Buying from smaller growers instead of large companies like Taylor Shellfish, helps keep farms at an appropriate scale by resisting corporate consolidation.
Conclusion

Unsustainable aquaculture has emerged around the world to offer less expensive seafood. As with animal agriculture on land, large-scale fish farming is detrimental to the health of the environment, the animals, and the people where these farms are located, and beyond. This kind of large-scale production strays from what aquaculture could be: a way to regenerate ocean ecosystems while providing local food and employment.

Corporate eagerness to satisfy consumer demand and a hunger for profit drive this unsustainable production. This means that the seafood we elect to purchase matters. By refusing to buy Atlantic salmon, imported farmed shrimp, and other mass-produced farmed fish, we can help shift the demand toward more sustainable alternatives.

Beyond what we purchase, there are other ways to support sustainable aquaculture. Becoming engaged community members and demanding that our representatives create policies that protect the commons and small-scale producers will do much to protect the ocean and the communities that depend on it. While unsustainable aquaculture places it in private hands, the ocean belongs to all of us, and we must act to keep it healthy and vibrant for future generations.
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